Host Regin says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Triton Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Knote says:
::Makes minor adjustment to thrusters to hold position::

CEO_Jarek says:
::On main Bridge at engineering 1 console::

OPS_Miaek says:
*CSO* I've got you locked and the proper position for you to beam down

CTO_Hayes says:
All: Let's hope they find something down there cause the sensors still report no life signs and nothing particular...

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Mr. Porter how are the manifolds coming

CSO_Weaver says:
::Stands away from the transporter panel::  *OPS*  Understood.  CTO/CMO:  Ready to beam down?

CMO_Thornne says:
CSO: When you are...

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* The manifolds are currently being flushed, they should be finished in two minutes. No other problems detected yet.

OPS_Miaek says:
*CSO*  let me know when you are ready

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* I would like all secondaries ready for transporter and sensor systems at my command

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* Yes, sir. I'll set that up right now.

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Very well Lt.

CMO_Thornne says:
CTO: You alright? ::notices her silence::

CTO_Hayes says:
CMO: Yes, Cmdr, I am... I was just thinking about what happened down there.

CSO_Weaver says:
*OPS*  All right, we're headed down now.  ::Nods to Chief Riley::  Chief:  Energize.

Host Regin says:
ACTION: The away team beams down into an alleyway between two (somewhat rundown) buildings

CMO_Thornne says:
CTO: It'll be fine....

OPS_Miaek says:
::monitors the planets weather::*CSO*Acknowledged and good luck

CEO_Jarek says:
::Walks over to OPS::: Leans forward, A moment of your time when you have it Xander

Host Regin says:
ACTION: The away team does not appear on any of the Triton's sensors

CEO_Jarek says:
::Turns and walks back to Engineering 1::

OPS_Miaek says:
::looks back at the CEO:: CEO: yes?

EO_Porter says:
::hooks up secondary manifolds to the sensor and transporter systems::

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: hold that thought

OPS_Miaek says:
::checks the sensors again::

CTO_Hayes says:
All: that's strange...

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Runs his fingers over his console boosting sensor power::

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Smoothly unsheathes his tricorder and flips it open::  ::Taps his commbadge::  *OPS*  Still have us, Lieutenant?

CIV_Knote says:
::checks for any ships in the area::

OPS_Miaek says:
CO: I've lost the lock sir

CMO_Thornne says:
@::Notices they beamed down when she wasn't looking.... Takes out a tricorder & scans around::

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Initiate the secondaries to the sensors now Mr. Porter

OPS_Miaek says:
*CSO* state your coords....

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: You have extra power Lt.

OPS_Miaek says:
*CMO*  respond

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Narrow the beam by .060

OPS_Miaek says:
*AT*  Anyone there

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* Aye. ::runs power through the secondary manifolds to the sensors and transporters::

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  no communication

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Hears only dead silence, nothing over the comm.  Scans the area::

OPS_Miaek says:
::narrows the beam to the CEO specs

CMO_Thornne says:
@::walks a short distance away from the team to keep scanning::

CTO_Hayes says:
@CSO/CMO: It is so strange... it's like everyone disappeared at the same time... ::keeps looking around phaser ready::

Host Redh`d says:
@::rounds the corner and sees the away team::

CSO_Weaver says:
@AT:  Check communications, please...can any of you reach the Triton?

OPS_Miaek says:
::keeps trying::  CEO: No luck

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Calculates Power output of the sensors to get more out of them::

CTO_Hayes says:
@::taps her commbadge:: CSO: Nothing here...

Host Redh`d says:
@::dragging feet, hungry, tired::

CEO_Jarek says:
Computer: Reroute all non essential power to forward sensor array::

CMO_Thornne says:
@::Tries her comm as well:: CSO: Nothing here either

CTO_Hayes says:
@CSO: There must be a disturbance or some sort of field preventing us from contacting the ship. Which is maybe the reason our scans results didn't really find anything.

Host Redh`d says:
@::surprised at seeing the AT, but doesn't have the energy to say much::

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  what if we sent a probe down to use as a comm relay?

CSO_Weaver says:
    @CTO:  That's what I was thinking.  But where...  ::Trails off as he finally looks up from his tricorder, and notices the figure coming toward them::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Yes also send Transporter enhancers

CMO_Thornne says:
@::Walks back to CSO:: CSO: Sir..... ::points discreetly at the newcomer::

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  what if we sent a probe down to use as a comm relay?

Host Redh`d says:
@::collapses at the CSO's feet::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: thumping fingers on the arm rested looking rather annoyed for some reason ::

CTO-Hayes says:
@CSO: Sir? What is .... ::approaches the CSO::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS:  Agreed and we should also send Pattern enhancers

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: acknowledge

CTO-Hayes says:
@::gets her phaser ready::

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Kneels down to the man::  CMO:  Doctor, over here.

OPS_Miaek says:
::goes to work on the probe quickly::

OPS_Miaek says:
::locks on to the transport coords:: CEO it's ready

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Permission to send a relay probe and pattern enhancers to the surface sir

Host CO_Winters says:
CEO: Go ahead.

CMO_Thornne says:
@CSO: Half a step ahead of you.... ::walks to the (wo)man and scans him/her.::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS Do it

Host CO_Winters says:
*CSO* Report.

OPS_Miaek says:
::launches the probe::  CEO: probe away

CMO_Thornne says:
@CSO: quick study shows this guy hasn't eaten or slept in nearly a week

Civ_Knote says:
::Hears frustration in Winters' voice::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Keep a good eye on it Lt.

OPS_Miaek says:
::starts receiving telemetry::

CSO_Weaver says:
@CMO:  Is he stable?

CTO-Hayes says:
@CSO: I suggest caution but we need to help this person because he might be able to tell us what happened. I wonder why our scans didn't see him...

CMO_Thornne says:
@CSO: Depends how you define stable.... not eating or sleeping can do wondrous damage to the body

OPS_Miaek says:
self: this is odd

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Report on the probe

OPS_Miaek says:
::checks the probe parameters::

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Nods to the CTO::  CMO:  Can you revive him, at least for the time being?  Perhaps he can tell us what is going on.

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: Nothing, no sign of life, their gone

CMO_Thornne says:
@::Injects the man with a mild stimulant::

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: Nothing, no sign of life, their gone

Host Redh`d says:
ACTION: Probe disappears from sensors, and stops sending telemetry

CSO_Weaver says:
@CMO:  Is he coming to?

EO_Porter says:
::continues working on the sensors::

OPS_Miaek says:
::watches the monitor go blank::

Host Redh`d says:
@::Looks at CSO, whispers::  You're from ::coughs::  Starfleet, right?

CTO-Hayes says:
@CSO: I wonder if there are others like him around here...

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Have the enhancers made it through?

CMO_Thornne says:
@::monitors the man waiting for him to come to. Looks up at the CSO mildly annoyed...:: CSO: You sure you're not suited for medicine?

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks over shoulder and notes Winters' frown::

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: negative, the probe is gone

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Turns back to the man::  Redh'd:  Yes, yes, that's right.  What happened here?  ::Leans down to hear him::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Run a full scan for abnormal power readings emanating from the planet

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  it was running in normal parameters, then poof, gone

Host Redh`d says:
@CSO: Don't ...  know

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Something big enough to mask our people

Host Redh`d says:
@CSO: Maybe dampening field...

CTO-Hayes says:
@Redh`d: Are there others here... did you see something?

OPS_Miaek says:
::scans planet for radiation or atmospheric conditions of any kind::

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Captain probe and pattern enhancers apparently have disappeared

CIV_Knote says:
::wonders if a shuttle should be warming up::

Host Redh`d says:
@CSO: Lost all power...  can't communicate

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: We are scanning for power emanations from the planet surface

CO_Winters says:
CEO: Acknowledged.

OPS_Miaek says:
::pulls up transport logs::

CO_Winters says:
OPS: Scan Starfleet databases for any folklore surrounding this planet.

OPS_Miaek says:
CO: Aye dir

CSO_Weaver says:
@Redh'd:  We'll try to get you medical attention as soon as we can. Is there anyone else here?

OPS_Miaek says:
::begins checking folklore on the planet::

Host Redh`d says:
@::nods::  CSO: Entire colony here

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  The logs report the transport complete

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Skipper, perhaps a shuttle might be helpful?

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Mr. Porter I want you and if Mr.Thornne is with you him as well work on rigging up poloron sensors on the aft sensor arrays

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  What if we send a shuttle down

CTO-Hayes says:
@CSO: Seems like there is something indeed blocking our sensors from reading what is down here, we never saw that the whole colony was here.

CO_Winters says:
CIV: I was thinking about that. But there is a possibility that we might loose that as well

CSO_Weaver says:
@Redh'd:  Everyone is in the same shape as you?

CTO-Hayes says:
@Redh'd: And where is your colony now?

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* Polorons? You think that might cut through the sensor cloud?

Host Redh`d says:
@CSO: No food...  can't sleep

CMO_Thornne says:
@Redh'd: What's the general medical status of the colony?

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Right now we have nothing else that can ,let us try ,

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* I'll get started right away.

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Glances at the CMO a moment::  Redh'd:  We'll find out what's going on.  AT:  Scan the area.  If we can't find anything from here, we'll spread out.

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: Can we enable a tractor beam to penetrate the planet atmosphere with a shuttle and still maintain a lock

CTO-Hayes says:
@CSO: Aye, sir. ::takes out her tricorder and scans for life signs::

CSO_Weaver says:
@CMO:  Does he ::motions toward Redh'd:: show anything other than malnutrition and fatigue?

CMO_Thornne says:
@::Scans the man again::

CTO-Hayes says:
@::taps on her tricorder:: CSO/CMO: Tricorders are loosing power....

CMO_Thornne says:
::taps the tricorder as it's display dims::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: We need to know what we are penetrating

Host Redh`d says:
@::points::  AT: Go that way

CTO-Hayes says:
@CSO: We will have to find the colony the old fashion way if he cannot show it to us.

CMO_Thornne says:
@CSO: Doesn't appear so.

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Seems to confirm his first thought::  Self:  Power dampener...   Redh'd:  What's that way?  ::Looks off that direction::

OPS_Miaek says:
::scratches head at a loss::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Lets try a test

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Should I try a lower orbit? Might improve comm.

CTO-Hayes says:
@CSO: I suggest we go there all of us, with him too.

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: Alright

EO1_Thornne says:
::Walks over to the sensor relay panel, and begins routing power for the Poloron Sensors::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Try a class 1 probe with another relay and we'll see

EO_Porter says:
::heads to the main sensor panel and begins configuring it for poloron emissions::

OPS_Miaek says:
::readies the probe:: CEO:  Ready

EO_Porter says:
EO1: Hello, thanks for the help.

CO_Winters says:
CIV: I would prefer not to... There is obviously something affecting the planet. I don't want it to take the Triton along with it.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Nice and easy wait for my word

CSO_Weaver says:
@CTO:  ...All right.  We'll head the direction he indicated.  But he's too weak to come with us.

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: When ready

CMO_Thornne says:
@CSO: We can't just leave him here

EO1_Thornne says:
EO: Not a problem, that's my wife and child down there, anything we can do to find them

CTO-Hayes says:
@CSO: Maybe the CMO could stay with him and we could go try and find the colony?

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Sir we have readied another probe to be guided with the tractor beam ,we would like to place it manually and hold it's orbit

CSO_Weaver says:
@CTO/CMO:  Time is of the essence...we surely can't take him with us.  Our equipment won't last much longer.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: We're at 750 km above planet now.

CMO_Thornne says:
@All: Why don't we take him back with us?

CO_Winters says:
CEO: Novel idea, give it a try.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS:  Go

CO_Winters says:
Civ: Good. Hold us at that altitude.

CSO_Weaver says:
@CMO:  Back where?

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Aye sir.

OPS_Miaek says:
::finger on the launch button and fires the probe::

CTO-Hayes says:
@CMO/CSO: One of us could bring him but he would slow us down.

OPS_Miaek says:
::locks the tractor beam on to it::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Lock tractor beam

CIV_Knote says:
OPS: What was altitude of probe when it stopped sending signals?

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Nice and easy

CSO_Weaver says:
@::shakes his head::  AT:  Never mind it.   CMO:  Doctor, stay with him.  CTO:  Let's go.  ::Stands and heads off in the direction Redh'd pointed::

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Give me extra power to the tractor system

CMO_Thornne says:
@CSO: He is our only guide on this planet

EO_Porter says:
EO1: I'm sure we'll get them back. Who would put a dampening field over a colony. It doesn't make sense, unless they are trying to hide something.

CIV_Knote says:
CEO/ CO: What about sending probes in relays?

CTO-Hayes says:
@CMO: Do you have a phaser?

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Frustrated::  CMO:  If you can help him along at a steady pace, bring him.

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* Alright. ::moves over to the power distribution panel and reroutes power to the tractor beam::

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: The EO1 has the same suggestion.  Let's see how far we can get with this one first

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: ::nods::

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Are those sensors ready yet Mr. Porter

CMO_Thornne says:
@CSO: If our tricorders lose power... we are not ::emphasizes not:: going to know where we're going.

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* We're just finishing the configurations now. They will be operational in three minutes.

CMO_Thornne says:
@CSO: Staying alone, just the two of us, is foolish... you'll lose two people eventually. If we have to get lost, better to get lost as a group.

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Time is of the essence

CTO-Hayes says:
@CMO: And what do you think people did before the creation of tricorders? We need to do something.

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Uncharacteristically losing patience::  CMO:  Then let's go.  ::Narrows his eyes::  Redh'd:  We're bringing you along with us.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Poloron sensors ready in 3 minutes sir

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Report

CO_Winters says:
CEO: Excellent.

EO_Porter says:
::hurries to finish configuring the sensor coolant systems::

CMO_Thornne says:
@CTO: I know how to operate without tricorders... Might I  remind you I grew up on a planet where we were technologically inhibited by the Cardassians?

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  Approaching the planet atmosphere

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Rather ignoring the doctor, at this point::  CTO:  Support him under his other arm.  ::Puts his tricorder away, kneeling and taking hold of Redh'd's right arm::

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* Sensor online and operational.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Steady

CSO_Weaver says:
@Redh'd:  Can you make it along all right with us?

CTO-Hayes says:
@CSO: Aye, sir. ::helps Redh`d::

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Transfer data to Engineering 1 and OPS stations

OPS_Miaek says:
::watches the readings disappear::

EO1_Thornne says:
EO: The new sensor power grid is ready to go online, we can power the poloron detectors when your ready

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: gone again sir

EO_Porter says:
EO1: begin the power up.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Give me more options before we lose another one

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: Tractor beam disengaged as well

EO_Porter says:
::sends the data on the poloron sensors to both ENG1 and OPS::

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Begin sensor power up and lets find our people

Host Redh`d says:
ACTION: The sound of metal hitting concrete rings through the air near the away team

OPS_Miaek says:
::looks over the sensor readings

EO1_Thornne says:
::pushes a few buttons and routes active power to the new sensor configuration::

Host Redh`d says:
ACTION: The sound becomes a rhythmic pulse, getting louder by the second

CMO_Thornne says:
@CSO: Nice of you to show some sympathy for once..... ::quite irritated still that Weaver would even think about leaving this man behind::

CTO-Hayes says:
@All: What....? ::looks around trying to keep Redh`d steady and phaser ready in her other hand::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: are we entering the atmosphere at the same location all the time

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Starts off in the direction indicated::  CMO:  Can you determine what that was?  ::Irritated that Thornne would put up such an argument, when this man is clearly useless to us in this state, but hiding it rather well at this point::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: With the probes?

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  Probe lost at 200km latitude

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: Negative

CO_Winters says:
OPS: Alrighty, so we have an idea where not to go.

CMO_Thornne says:
@CSO: Metal hitting something nearby us... and continuing... other than that no....

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Lets direct the Poloron sensors at 200Km then and see what we find

Host Redh`d says:
ACTION: An army of metal shielded androids marches down the colony street, straight toward the Away team, all carrying heavy weaponry

CIV_Knote says:
::Hears OPS and plots a new orbit for 300 KM; waits::

CSO_Weaver says:
@::Under his breath::  CMO:  Thanks, much appreciated.  Redh'd:  Do you know what that sound is?

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: Agreed

CTO-Hayes says:
    @CSO: We need to stop and hide.

Host Redh`d says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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